Spectral characteristics of PS II reaction centres: as isolated preparations and when integral to PS II core complexes.
The discovery that the native PS II enzyme undergoes charge separation via an absorption extending to 730 nm has led us to re-examine the low-temperature absorption spectra of Nanba-Satoh PS II reaction centre preparations with particular focus on the long wavelength region. It is shown that these preparations do not exhibit absorption in the 700-730 nm region at 1.7 K. Absorption in the Nanba-Satoh type preparations analogous to the 'red tail' as observed in functional PS II core complexes is likely shifted to higher energy by >20 nm. Spectral changes associated with the stable reduction of pheo(a) in chemically treated reaction centre preparations are also revisited. Dithionite treatment of PS II preparations in the dark leads to changes of pigment-pigment and/or pigment-protein interactions, as evidenced by changes in absorption and CD spectra. Absorption and CD changes associated with stable Pheo(D1) photo-reduction in PS II core complexes and Nanba-Satoh preparations are compared. For Nanba-Satoh preparations, Q(y) bleaches are approximately 3x broader than in PS II core complexes and are blue-shifted by approximately 4 nm. These data are discussed in terms of current models of PS II, and suggest a need to consider protein-induced changes of some electronic properties of reaction centre pigments.